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Abstract. The bump height is one of the key factors which affects the vehicle bump test. If the 
adopted value of bump height is too small, the test couldn’t get obvious excitation effect for bridge 
structures. On the other hand, it will cause additional structural damage when the value is rather 
large. Aiming at this point, the theoretical calculation method to determine limit bump height is 
proposed in this paper. The vehicle bump test is decomposed into three stages, i.e., the period 
before rear wheels contacting with bridge, the moment at rear wheels contacting with bridge, the 
period after rear wheels contacting with bridge. In stage I, the total momentum generated by 
vehicle rotating around front wheels is calculated. Then, the initial conditions for stage III are 
derived using the principle of momentum conservation in stage II. Finally, combining with 
vehicle-bridge coupling equations, the free-decay response of bridge could be calculated to 
determine the limit bump height in stage III. In this paper, the reliability of the proposed method 
is validated by finite element method (FEM), and numerical simulations on an actual simply 
supported hollow slab bridge are used to calculate the dynamic response of bridge considering 
various transverse positions of vehicle bump and determine the limit bump height. 
Keywords: bridge engineering, dynamic load test, limit vehicle bump height, vehicle-bridge 
coupling vibration. 
1. Introduction 
Bridge dynamic load test is the most effective approach to determine the bridge structural 
parameters, which excites bridge structures through some excitation methods. These structural 
parameters including dynamic characteristics (natural frequency, modal shape, damping ratio, 
etc.), dynamic response and impact coefficient are important for evaluating the operation 
performance, bearing capacity and damage identification for bridge structure. The excitation 
methods of bridge dynamic test range from the free vibration method including impact excitation 
[1], vehicle bump test [2], step-relaxation test [3], forced vibration method through 
electrohydraulic shakers [4], test vehicle [5], to the pulsation method considering the disturbance 
of natural vibration such as seismic ground motion and wind and waves [6]. In general, vehicle 
bump test is the most commonly used method for free vibration test of short to medium span 
bridges [2, 7, 8].  
The researchers have conducted lots of useful exploratory works in the field of vehicle test 
with obstacles. Huang et al. [9] let the rear wheels of the truck fall down from the concrete block 
with 20 cm height at the deck to generate the impulsive force in dynamic test. Kwasniewski et al. 
[10] placed a wooden plank across the deck to simulate major deterioration of the deck surface. 
Racanel [11] artificially produced an obstacle at the deck in order to induce an impulse at the 
superstructure level in the dynamic loading of bridge. Swannell and Miller [5], Alaylioglu H. and 
Alaylioglu A. [12] artificially amplified the effect of the deck surface undulations with the use of 
a wooden plank positioned transversely across the deck centerline, respectively. Cantieni [13] 
performed dynamic load test on the undisturbed pavement which placed a thick plank on the 
roadway. The excitation imposed to bridges by vehicle test with obstacles is forced excitation, 
whose purpose is to obtain the impact factor of bridges. These are all essentially different from 
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the vehicle bump test of Chinese bridge dynamic test in excitation method and experimental 
objective. 
However, the so called vehicle bump test of Chinese code JTG/T J21-2011 [14] suggests that 
the front wheels stay at bridge in static and the rear wheels fall from the obstacle with ℎ height. 
Then vehicle-bridge coupling system starts to free-decay vibration under the impact load 
generated by the process of vehicle bump to bridge structures. Through analyzing the free-decay 
response, free vibration characteristics (natural frequency, damping ratio, modal shape, etc.) of 
bridge structure can be obtained. In the process of vehicle bump test, if the selected bump height 
is too small, the more obvious excitation effect on bridge structure can’t be obtained and the 
signal-to-noise ratio of dynamic response is smaller. Therefore, the dynamic characteristic derived 
through analysis has a larger error, which results in the inaccurate state evaluation result of bridge 
structure. However, it will cause additional damage for bridge when the selected bump height is 
too large. Thus, the determination of limit bump height is the key for the success of vehicle bump 
test. “Industry Standards of Transport Ministry” in 2013 [15] suggests that the heights of vehicle 
bump are 5-15 cm for long span concrete bridges. The Chinese code JTG/T J21-2011 regulates 
that the height is 15 cm in the case that a single truck approximate to standard load is adopted as 
the bump excitation. However, there is only an empirical approximate range of limit vehicle bump 
height according to the literatures, which the theoretical basis of the height specified is not given. 
In addition, the limit vehicle bump height should be different for various types of bridges and the 
specified values in standards seem to be a safety value for common bridges. Therefore, it is 
necessary to establish a theoretical calculation model of vehicle bump height and determine it 
accurately. 
The present work aims at the current status that there is no theoretical calculation method for 
the determination of limit vehicle bump height. The theoretical calculation model for solving 
dynamic response in vehicle bump test is established, and the fundamental equations to determine 
initial conditions required for the solution of theoretical calculation model are deduced. Thus, the 
solution of theoretical calculation model can be realized through Runge-Kutta method. Then the 
determination method of limit vehicle bump height is presented based on dynamic response of 
bridges. Finally, the reliability of the proposed method is validated by finite element method 
(FEM), and the numerical simulations on an actual simply supported hollow slab bridge are used 
to calculate the dynamic response of bridge considering various transverse positions of vehicle 
bump and determine the limit vehicle bump height. 
2. Theoretical background of vehicle bump test and simplified models for bridge and vehicle 
The spatial model of vehicle bump test is shown in Fig. 1. An obstacle with triangular cross 
section of ℎ height is placed at bridge deck in mid-span. The vehicle bump test suggests that front 
wheels of test vehicle stay at bridge in static and rear wheels fall from the obstacle. Then, 
vehicle-bridge coupling system starts free-decay vibration under the impact load generated by the 
process of vehicle bump. Through analyzing the free-decay response, the free vibration 
characteristics of bridge structure can be obtained.  
 
Fig. 1. The spatial model of vehicle bump test 
Generally speaking, the multi-girder bridge is the most widely used type for simply supported 
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bridge of short-to-medium span in structural design. The dynamic response analysis for 
multi-girder bridge should be specific for each girder. According to the present research [16], load 
transverse distribution coefficient is the key to simplify the integral mechanics performance of 
multi-girder bridge to that of single girder. By using transverse distribution coefficient, the load 
of multi-girder bridge is distributed into single girder for calculation and the spatial model of 
vehicle bump test can be simplified into the planar one. 
There are several vehicle models, which possess two degrees of freedom, four degrees of 
freedom and six degrees of freedom, respectively. In this study, a half-car planar model with four 
degrees of freedom is adopted. The vehicle bump test – dynamic response problem of the bridge 
excited by a test vehicle is the research object of this paper, in which the test vehicle is considered 
as a specific vehicle (i.e., all the vehicle parameters are given) and only one test vehicle acts on 
the bridge. Due to the certain vehicle parameters and position in vehicle bump test, the statistic 
characteristics of vehicles are not needed to consider in this paper. 
3. Establishment of theoretical model for vehicle bump test and solution for dynamic 
response 
3.1. Decomposition for the process of vehicle bump test 
According to different contact forms and coupling mechanisms between vehicle and bridge, 
the process of vehicle bump test is decomposed into three stages i.e., the period before rear wheels 
contacting with bridge, the moment at rear wheels contacting with bridge, the period after rear 
wheels contacting with bridge. The first stage is shown in Fig. 2(a) and the second and third stages 
are shown in Fig. 2(b). 
In Fig. 2, ݉௕, ܫ௕ are the mass and moment of inertia of vehicle body; ݉௧ଵ, ݉௧ଶ are the masses 
of front and rear wheels; ݕ௕, ߠ are the transverse displacements and rotation angle of vehicle body; 
ݕ௧ଵ, ݕ௧ଶ are the transverse displacements of front and rear wheels of vehicle, ݎ௜ is the distance from 
tires to the center of vehicle body (݅ =	1, 2); ݈, ܽ, ܿ are the beam length; the axle spacing of vehicle 
and the distance between rear wheels and coordinate origin; ℎ is the height of obstacle. 
 
a) Stage I: the period during vehicle rotating  
around front wheels 
b) Stages II and III: the moment and the period  
after rear wheels contacting with bridge 
Fig. 2. The planar vehicle-bridge coupling model of vehicle bump process 
In these three stages, there are static displacements for simply supported bridge all the time. 
Therefore, the static status of bridge is considered as the equilibrium position of bridge vibration. 
The vehicle stays at bridge in static and its rear wheels suddenly fall from the obstacle with ℎ 
height in stage I, which could be considered as vehicle rotating around front wheels. Stage II is 
the moment of rear wheels contacting with bridge, in which the rear wheels generate an impact 
load on bridge. In stage III, there is no external force acting on the vehicle-bridge coupling system, 
and it could be considered as the coupling system performing a free-decay vibration. 
From the point of view of energy transformation for vehicle-bridge system, stage I is the 
process of vehicle-bridge system gaining energy, stage II is the process of energy redistribution 
for vehicle and bridge, and stage III is the process of energy dissipation under damping for 
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vehicle-bridge system. In the perspective of dynamic response analysis, stage I is regarded as the 
rotation of a rigid body, and stage III is the free-decay vibration of vehicle-bridge coupling system. 
However, the most critical point among three stages is the force analysis of stage II, i.e., how to 
utilize the force analysis results of stage I to determine the initial conditions of vehicle-bridge 
coupling vibration in stage III. 
3.2. Vibration equations of vehicle-bridge coupling system in stage III 
The bridge is assumed as a simply supported Euler-Bernoulli beam. The equation of motion 
for bridge structure in stage III can be written as: 
݉ݕሷ(ݔ, ݐ) + ܥݕሶ(ݔ, ݐ) + ܧܫ ߲
ସݕ(ݔ, ݐ)
߲ݔସ = ଵܲ(ݐ)ߜଵ൫ݔ − (ܿ + ܽ)൯ + ଶܲ(ݐ)ߜଶ(ݔ − ܿ),	 (1)
where	݉, ܥ, ݕ(ݔ, ݐ) are the mass per unit length, damping and dynamic displacement function of 
bridge, respectively; ܧܫ  is the flexural rigidity of bridge; ߜଵ൫ݔ − (ܿ + ܽ)൯  and ߜଶ(ݔ − ܿ)  are 
Dirac delta functions; ଵܲ(ݐ) and ଶܲ(ݐ) are the dynamic vehicular load of front wheel and that of 
rear wheel, then ଵܲ(ݐ) and ଶܲ(ݐ) can be expressed by: 
ଵܲ(ݐ) = ∅ ൤݉௧ଵݕሷ௧ଵ +
ݎଶ
ݎଵ + ݎଶ ݉௕ݕሷ௕ −
ܫ௕
ܽ ߠሷ൨ ,						 ଶܲ(ݐ) = ∅ ൤݉௧ଶݕሷ௧ଶ +
ݎଵ
ݎଵ + ݎଶ ݉௕ݕሷ௕ +
ܫ௕
ܽ ߠሷ൨,	 (2)
where ∅ is the load transverse distribution coefficient of single beam in the whole bridge. 
According to mode superposition method (MSM), the dynamic displacement ݕ(ݔ, ݐ) of the 
beam in modal coordinates can be expressed by: 
ݕ(ݔ, ݐ) ≈෍߮௜(ݔ)ݍ௜(ݐ)
ஶ
௜ୀଵ
,	 (3)
where ߮௜(ݔ) = sin	(݅ߨݔ ݈⁄ )  is the ݅ th order mode shape function of simply supported bridge, 
which is determined from the eigenvalue and eigenfunction analysis; ݍ௜(ݐ) is the corresponding 
modal amplitude. 
Substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (1), and multiplying by ߮௜(ݔ) on both sides, integrating with 
respect to ݔ between 0 and ݈, by applying the orthogonal property of mode shape it can lead to: 
න ݉߮௡ଶ(ݔ)ݍሷ௡(ݐ)݀ݔ
௟
଴
+ න 2ߚ݉߮௡ଶ(ݔ)ݍሶ௡(ݐ)݀ݔ + ߱௡ଶ
௟
଴
න ݉߮௡ଶ(ݔ)ݍ௡(ݐ)݀ݔ
௟
଴
	
						= න ߮௡(ݔ)ൣ ଵܲ(ݐ)ߜଵ൫ݔ − (ܿ + ܽ)൯ + ଶܲ(ݐ)ߜଶ(ݔ − ܿ)൧
௟
଴
݀ݔ,	
(4)
where ߚ = ܥ 2݉⁄ ;  ߱௡  is the ݊ th natural frequency of simply supported bridge. Let  
ݏ௡ = ׬ ݉߮௡ଶ(ݔ)݀ݔ௟଴ , then Eq. (4) can be expressed by: 
ݏ௡ݍሷ௡(ݐ) + 2ߚݏ௡ݍሶ௡(ݐ) + ߱௡ଶݏ௡ݍ௡(ݐ) = ߮௡(ܿ + ܽ) ଵܲ(ݐ) + ߮௡(ܿ) ଶܲ(ݐ).	 (5)
Equations of motion for wheel masses ݉௧ଵ and ݉௧ଶ are given by: 
݉௧ଵݕሷ௧ଵ + ܿ௔ଵ(ݕሶ௧ଵ + ݕሶଵ) + ݇௔ଵ(ݕ௧ଵ + ݕଵ) + ܿ௧ଵ൫ݕሶ௧ଵ − ݕሶ௕ + ݎଵߠሶ൯ + ݇௧ଵ(ݕ௧ଵ − ݕ௕ + ݎଵߠ) = 0,	
݉௧ଶݕሷ௧ଶ + ܿ௔ଶ(ݕሶ௧ଶ + ݕሶଶ) + ݇௔ଶ(ݕ௧ଶ + ݕଶ) + ܿ௧ଶ൫ݕሶ௧ଶ − ݕሶ௕ − ݎଶߠሶ൯ + ݇௧ଶ(ݕ௧ଶ − ݕ௕ − ݎଶߠ) = 0.	(6)
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The force balance equations for vehicle body are given by: 
݉௕ݕሷ௕ + ܿ௧ଵ൫ݕሶ௕ − ݕሶ௧ଵ − ݎଵߠሶ൯ + ݇௧ଵ(ݕ௕ − ݕ௧ଵ − ݎଵߠ) + ܿ௧ଶ൫ݕሶ௕ − ݕሶ௧ଶ + ݎଶߠሶ൯	
						+݇௧ଶ(ݕ௕ − ݕ௧ଶ + ݎଶߠ) = 0,	
ܫ௕ߠሷ − ݎଵൣܿ௧ଵ൫ݕሶ௕ − ݕሶ௧ଵ − ݎଵߠሶ൯ + ݇௧ଵ(ݕ௕ − ݕ௧ଵ − ݎଵߠ)൧	
						+ݎଶൣܿ௧ଶ൫ݕሶ௕ − ݕሶ௧ଶ + ݎଶߠሶ൯ + ݇௧ଶ(ݕ௕ − ݕ௧ଶ + ݎଶߠ)൧ = 0,	
(7)
where ݇௔, ܿ௔ are the stiffness coefficients and damping coefficients of tire; ݇௧, ܿ௧ are the sprung 
constants and damping constants of suspension; ݕଵ and ݕଶ are dynamic deflections at positions of 
front and rear wheel for bridge. 
Combining Eq. (1) and Eqs. (5-7), the generalized motion equation of vehicle-bridge coupling 
system after vehicle falling down could be expressed in matrix form: 
ۻܝሷ + ۱ܝሶ + ۹ܝ = 0.	 (8)
here: 
ۻ =
ۏ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ۍ݉௧ଵ 0 0 0 0 … 00 ݉௧ଶ 0 0 0 … 0
0 0 ݉௕ 0 0 … 0
0 0 0 ܫ௕ 0 … 0
ܣଵ ܤଵ ܥଵ ܦଵ ݏଵ … 0
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ 0
ܣ௡ ܤ௡ ܥ௡ ܦ௡ 0 0 ݏ௡ے
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ې
,	
ܣ௡ = −∅߮௡(ܿ + ܽ)݉௧ଵ,						ܤ௡ = −∅߮௡(ܿ)݉௧ଶ,							 
ܥ௡ = −∅൬߮௡(ܿ + ܽ)݉௕ ∙
ݎଶ
ݎଵ + ݎଶ + ߮௡(ܿ)݉௕ ∙
ݎଵ
ݎଵ + ݎଶ൰,					ܦ௡ = ∅൬߮௡(ܿ + ܽ)
ܫ௕
ܽ − ߮௡(ܿ)
ܫ௕
ܽ൰, 
۱ =
ۏ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ۍܿ௔ଵ + ܿ௧ଵ 0 −ܿ௧ଵ ܿ௧ଵݎଵ ߮ଵ(ܿ + ܽ)ܿ௔ଵ … ߮௡(ܿ + ܽ)ܿ௔ଵ0 ܿ௔ଶ+ܿ௧ଶ −ܿ௧ଶ −ܿ௧ଶݎଶ ߮ଵ(ܿ)ܿ௔ଶ … ߮௡(ܿ)ܿ௔ଶ
−ܿ௧ଵ −ܿ௧ଶ ܿ௧ଵ + ܿ௧ଶ −ܿ௧ଵݎଵ + ܿ௧ଶݎଶ 0 … 0
ܿ௧ଵݎଵ −ܿ௧ଶݎଶ −ܿ௧ଵݎଵ + ܿ௧ଶݎଶ ܿ௧ଵݎଵଶ + ܿ௧ଶݎଶଶ 0 … 0
0 0 0 0 2ߚݏଵ … 0
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 2ߚݏ௡ ے
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ې
, 
۹ =
ۏ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ۍ݇௔ଵ + ݇௧ଵ 0 −݇௧ଵ ݇௧ଵݎଵ ߮ଵ(ܿ + ܽ)݇௔ଵ … ߮௡(ܿ + ܽ)݇௔ଵ0 ݇௔ଶ+݇௧ଶ −݇௧ଶ −݇௧ଶݎଶ ߮ଵ(ܿ)݇௔ଶ … ߮௡(ܿ)݇௔ଶ
−݇௧ଵ −݇௧ଶ ݇௧ଵ + ݇௧ଶ −݇௧ଵݎଵ + ݇௧ଶݎଶ 0 … 0
ܿ௧ଵݎଵ −ܿ௧ଶ
ܽ
2 −ܿ௧ଵݎଵ + ܿ௧ଶݎଶ ܿ௧ଵݎଵ
ଶ + ܿ௧ଶݎଶଶ 0 … 0
0 0 0 0 ߱ଵଶݏଵ … 0
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 ߱௡ଶݏ௡ ے
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ې
, 
ܝ = ሼݕ௧ଵ ݕ௧ଶ ݕ௕ ߠ ݍଵ(ݐ) … ݍ௡(ݐ)ሽ். 
Eq. (8) can be solved to obtain ܝ, and the dynamic displacement time-history curve ݕ(ݔ, ݐ) of 
bridge can be derived from ܝ. 
3.3. The rotational motion of vehicle in stage I 
As shown in Fig. 2(a), let ߱ be the rotation angular velocity of vehicle body at the period 
during rear wheel falling to the deck. According to conservation of energy, the potential energy 
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of vehicle system at the highest point of obstacle is equal to kinetic energy at the moment of 
vehicle contacting with the deck, one can obtain: 
1
2 (ܫ௕ + ݉௧ଶܽ
ଶ)߱ଶ = ݎଵݎଵ + ݎଶ ݉௕݃ℎ +݉௧ଶ݃ℎ,	 (9)
where ℎ is the vehicle bump height. 
Let ߛ be the distance between front wheel and the mass center of particle system composed of 
݉௕ and ݉௧, it has: 
݉௕ݎଶ + ݉௧ଶܽ = (݉௕ + ݉௧ଶ)ߛ.	 (10)
The total momentum ݌଴ of vehicle system before vehicle contacting with bridge can be written 
as: 
݌଴ = (݉௕ + ݉௧ଶ)ߛ߱ = (݉௕ݎଶ + ݉௧ଶܽ) ∙ ඩ
2 ቀ݉௕݃ℎ ݎଵݎଵ + ݎଶ + ݉௧ଶ݃ℎቁ
(ܫ௕ + ݉௧ଶܽଶ) .	
(11)
3.4. Force analysis of stage II: determination of initial conditions for vehicle-bridge coupling 
vibration in stage III 
In stage II, the rear wheel of vehicle only exerts an impact load on bridge. At this moment, the 
bridge gets the initial velocity merely without deformation and acceleration. Let ݌ଵ  be the 
momentum of bridge at the moment of vehicle contacting with bridge. Assuming that the 
momentum ݌ଵ is evenly distributed along the beam length, it has: 
݌ଵ = න
݌ଵ
݈
௟
଴
݀ݔ = න ݉ ∙ ݕሶ(ݔ, ݐ)݀ݔ
௟
଴
.	 (12)
Differentiating both sides of Eq. (12) with respect to ݔ yields: 
݌ଵ
݈ = 	݉ ∙ ݕሶ (ݔ, ݐ).	 (13)
Substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (13) at the time ݐ = 0 with the orthogonal property of mode shape 
can obtain: 
න ݌ଵ݈
௟
଴
߮௡(ݔ)݀ݔ = න ݉߮௡ଶ(ݔ)ݍሶ௡(0)݀ݔ
௟
଴
.	 (14)
Let ݏ௡ = ׬ ݉߮௡ଶ(ݔ)݀ݔ௟଴ , then Eq. (14) can be expressed by: 
ݍሶ௡(0) =
׬ ߮௡(ݔ)݀ݔ ∙ ݌ଵ௟଴
ݏ௡ ∙ ݈ .	
(15)
According to the vehicle-bridge interaction in stage II, it is considered that the four degrees of 
freedom of vehicle in ܝ only have initial velocities at the moment of vehicle contacting with  
bridge. Based on the momentum conservation law, it has: 
݌ଵ = ∅ൣ݌଴ + ݉௧ଵݕሶ௧ଵ + ݉௧ଶݕሶ௧ଶ + ݉௕ݕሶ௕ + ܫ௕ߠሶ ൧.	 (16)
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Combining Eqs. (6-7) and Eqs. (11, 15, 16), the initial velocities of all degrees of freedom in 
ܝ can be calculated. Then, all the initial conditions required for solving the theoretical calculation 
model could be determined. 
3.5. Solution for dynamic response 
In order to solve the theoretical calculation model and derive the dynamic response of bridge 
structure, different methods have been studied, and generally there are three kinds of methods: 
numerical method [17-19] including Newmark-ߚ method, Wilson-ߠ method and Runge-Kutta 
method, and theoretical method [17, 20, 21]. For simple structures, analytical method [17, 22, 23] 
is also used for its simplicity and reliability which can be used to validate the numerical method 
for the same conditions. 
In this paper, once the initial velocities of all degrees of freedom in ܝ are identified, the values 
of ܝ of each moment can be calculated step-by-step using fourth-order Runge-Kutta method 
[24, 25]. Consequently, the time-history curve of dynamic displacement of bridge ݕ(ݔ, ݐ) can be 
obtained according to MSM. 
The bending moment value of each section at any moment ܯ(ݐ௜, ݔ) can be expressed as: 
ܯ(ݐ௜, ݔ) = ܧܫ
݀ଶൣݕ(ݐ௜, ݔ) + ݕ௝(ݔ)൧
݀ݔଶ ,	 (17)
where ݕ௝(ݔ) is the static displacement of bridge. 
Assuming that the design bending moment of each section of bridge is ܯ௦(ݔ), if the following 
equation is satisfied, ℎ can be considered as the limit vehicle bump height: 
ܯ୫ୟ୶(ݐ௜, ݔ) = ܯ௦(ݔ).	 (18)
In summary, the detailed process for determining limit vehicle bump height is as follows: 
Firstly, a vehicle bump height ℎ is assumed, and the initial conditions of vehicle-bridge coupling 
vibration can be determined according to Section 3.4. Then, the dynamic displacement response 
of each section of bridge can be calculated by Eq. (8). Thus, the total displacement of each section 
of bridge could be obtained according to dynamic and static displacements. Finally, the bending 
moment of each section of bridge at any moment is calculated by Eq. (17). Through comparing 
with the design bending moment to determine whether this bump height ℎ is the limit vehicle 
bump height. If not, increasing the value of vehicle bump height ℎ. The same calculations are 
repeated to determine the limit vehicle bump height. 
4. Reliability of the proposed method 
4.1. Comparison with finite element method (FEM) 
To verify the correctness of the proposed method, a finite element analysis model of entire 
process of vehicle bump test is established using ANSYS software and the displacement response 
of simply supported bridge under various bump heights are calculated. In the finite element 
analysis model, a single simply supported Euler-Bernoulli beam is adopted to simulate simply 
supported bridge, and the parameters are: the beam length ݈ is 20 m, moment of inertia for cross 
section ܫ is 0.0832 m4, density is 2500 kg/m3, the Yong’s modulus is 3.25×1010 Pa and damping 
ratio is 0.2. 
The vehicle parameters are adopted from Mulcahy [26] which were measured from a real vehicle: 
݉௧ଵ = 1500 kg, ݉௧ଶ = 1000 kg, ܫ௕ =	1.47×105 kg·m2, ݇௔ଵ = 3.74×106 N∙m-1, ݇௔ଶ =		4.6×106 N∙m-1, 
ܿ௔ଵ =  3.9×103 N∙m-1, ܿ௔ଶ =  4.3×103 N∙m-1, ݇௧ଵ =  2.47×106 N∙m-1, ݇௧ଶ =  4.23×106 N∙m-1,  
ܿ௧ଵ =	3×104 N∙m-1, ܿ௧ଶ =	4×104 N∙m-1, ݎଵ = 2.22 m, ݎଶ = 2.05 m, ܽ = 4.27 m and ܿ = 10 m. The 
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mass of carriage ݉௕ is assumed as 10000 kg which is related to the weight of goods loaded. 
According to the previous literatures [27-31], research on bridge structures modeled by beam 
elements are very popular in vehicle-bridge coupling models, which are satisfied the requirement 
of this paper. Thus, in the finite element analysis model, the simply supported beam is built with 
beam3 element, and it is divided into 40 beam elements with length 0.5 m. The mass of vehicle 
body and tires are established by mass21 element, and the former is set as a mass element with 
moment of inertia. The spring and damping of suspension and tires are constructed by combin14 
element. And the connection between vehicle body mass and suspension springs are built with 
beam3 element, its density is assigned to 0 and flexural rigidity is 100 times of that of simply 
supported beam. This makes the beam3 element is closer to a rigid one, which is consistent with 
the simplified vehicle model. Then coupling the front wheel node of vehicle with the contact node 
of simply supported beam and releasing their rotational constraints. The rear wheel node is set as 
conta175 element, the nearby area of beam mid-span is set as targe169 element. The contact 
element and target element form a contact pair by sharing the same real constant to simulate the 
contact process. The finite element model of vehicle bump test is shown as Fig. 3. 
 
Fig. 3. The finite element model of vehicle bump test 
The calculation of dynamic response for vehicle bump test includes two steps of static analysis 
and transient analysis in FEM. The static analysis is carried out firstly, the constraints of rear 
wheel node are imposed and the gravity acceleration is exerted. Then, the force is applied at 
mid-span which is equivalent to the sum of the gravity of rear wheel and half of vehicle body, so 
the initial displacement of simply supported beam can be obtained. Next, the transient analysis is 
performed based on the static displacement of beam. Releasing the constraints of rear wheel node 
and removing the force at mid-span, then the displacement response of simply supported beam at 
mid-span could be solved. 
The displacement response (i.e., including the static and dynamic displacement of vehicle, 
without the static displacement caused by the deadweight of simple supported beam) of simply 
supported beam at mid-span could be calculated under various bump heights of 0.2 m and 0.25 m 
by using FEM and the proposed method, respectively. As the single beam is adopted in the finite 
element model, the calculation results of FEM are equivalent to those of the proposed method in 
which the transverse distribution coefficient is equal to 1. The corresponding results are shown in 
Figs. 4-5. 
 
Fig. 4. The displacement response  
of simply supported beam at mid-span  
under bump height of 0.2 m 
Fig. 5. The displacement response  
of simply supported beam at mid-span  
under bump height of 0.25 m 
It can be seen from Figs. 4-5, the displacement responses of simply supported beam at 
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mid-span are relatively close for the proposed method and FEM. The errors between the absolute 
maximum values of dynamic displacements from the two methods are 9.02 % and 9.12 %, 
respectively. And the variation trends of these two displacement response curve results have a 
good agreement which verifies the correctness and reliability of the proposed method. In  
Figs. 4-5, the maximum dynamic displacements calculated by FEM are larger than those 
calculated by the proposed method. This is because that the momentum is considered as evenly 
distributed along the beam length in stage II for the proposed method, but it is not like this for 
FEM. 
The displacement response calculated by the proposed method is smaller than the actual value 
under a certain bump height, which leads to the limit bump height by the proposed method slightly 
larger than the actual value. Thus, the limit bump height calculated by the proposed method needs 
to be reduced as the actual value in the actual vehicle bump test. According to the difference 
between the calculation results by these two methods, it is suggested that the reduction coefficient 
is 90 %. 
4.2. Comparison with the method by Tan in 2009 
In 2009, the author of this paper performed the research on vehicle bump test and proposed a 
theoretical method for determining the bump height [32]. To compare the results between the 
present method in this paper and the method by Tan in 2009, the same models of vehicle and 
simply supported beam in Section 4.1 are adopted and the displacement responses of simply 
supported beam at mid-span with different modal orders adopted in MSM (represented as the 
symbol ݊) are calculated by these two methods. The relationships between modal order adopted 
in MSM and maximum displacement response under bump heights of 0.2 m and 0.25 m are shown 
as Figs. 6-7, respectively. When the bump height is 0.25 m, the displacement responses of simply 
supported beam at mid-span with ݊ =	5 and ݊ =	6 are shown in Figs. 8-9. 
 
Fig. 6. The relationships between modal order 
adopted in MSM and maximum displacement 
response under bump height of 0.2 m 
 
Fig. 7. The relationships between modal order 
adopted in MSM and maximum displacement 
response under bump height of 0.25 m 
 
 
Fig. 8. The displacement response of simply 
supported beam at mid-span with ݊ =	5 
Fig. 9. The displacement response of simply 
supported beam at mid-span with ݊ =	6 
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As can be seen from Figs. 6-7, when ݊ is larger than 7, the maximum displacement response 
of simply supported beam by the proposed method trends to be a stable value, which is consistent 
with the basic principle of modal superposition method. However, there are obvious fluctuations 
on the maximum displacement response by Tan’s method in 2009, which illustrates that this 
method has some defects. It can be shown in Figs. 8-9, the displacement response calculated by 
these two methods are rather close with ݊ =	5. While there is significant difference between the 
two results with ݊ =	6. These can also be verified by Figs. 6-7, which further illustrate that the 
method proposed by Tan in 2009 is flawed.  
Through comparing these two methods, it could be found that the methods on determining 
initial conditions for free-decay vibration of vehicle-bridge coupling system are different. 
Therefore, it can be deduced that there are some defects in determining the initial conditions using 
the proposed method by Tan in 2009. However, the initial condition is the key to solve the dynamic 
response in vehicle bump test. 
5. Numerical examples 
5.1. Parameters of vehicle and bridge 
An actual uniform simply supported hollow slab bridge with 20 m span is used for the 
numerical simulations, which is composed of 5 slabs. The general layout and cross section of the 
hollow slab bridge are shown in Figs. 10-11. The numbers 1-5 above bridge deck in Fig. 10 
represent the numberings of hollow slabs. The materials of hollow slab bridge are the same as 
those of simply supported beam in Section 4.1. As the vehicle model in literature [26] is commonly 
used for bridge detection, it is also adopted in this section and the lateral width of this vehicle is 
1.8 m. In the Chinese code JTG/T J21-2011, a single truck approximate to standard load is 
recommended for the vehicle bump test. According to practical engineering experience, the mass 
of vehicle body is adjusted as 38000 kg to represent the standard load of vehicle. Other vehicle 
parameters are the same as those in Section 4.1. 
 
Fig. 10. The general layout of simply supported hollow slab bridge (unit: cm) 
  
Fig. 11. The cross section of simply supported hollow slab bridge (unit: cm) 
5.2. Calculation results analysis 
5.2.1. Case 1: transverse position of vehicle bump in 1# slab 
The transverse position of vehicle bump at middle span of 1# slab is shown in Fig. 12. The 
displacement responses of mid-span in 1# slab under various vehicle bump heights are calculated 
and shown in Fig. 13. Then the maximum bending moments of mid-span in 1# slab under bump 
heights of 0, 5, 10, 15, 20 cm are derived and the calculation results are shown in Fig. 14. When 
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the bump height is 20 cm, the maximum bending moment of mid-span in 1# slab has reached the 
designed value of bending moment 1580.8 kN∙m through analysis. Then it could be considered 
that the limit bump height of simply supported bridge is 20 cm for case 1. Under limit bump height 
of 20 cm, the displacements of each point in each slab at the moment of maximum displacement 
at mid-span is shown in Fig. 15. The bending moments of each point in each slab at the moment 
of maximum bending moment at mid-span is shown in Fig. 16. 
16065 65
18050
160 160 160 160
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Fig. 12. Case 1: the transverse position of vehicle bump in 1# slab (unit: cm) 
 
Fig. 13. The displacement responses of mid-span  
in 1# slab under various vehicle bump heights 
 
Fig. 14. The relationship between bump height  
and bending moment of mid-span in 1# slab 
 
 
Fig. 15. The displacements of each point  
in each slab at the moment of maximum  
displacement at mid-span under limit bump height 
 
Fig. 16. The bending moments of each point  
in each slab at the moment of maximum bending 
moment at mid-span under limit bump height 
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Fig. 17. The displacement response of mid-span in 1# slab under limit bump height in case 1 
Under limit bump height of 20 cm for case 1, the maximum displacement and bending moment 
of mid-span are located at 1# slab. This indicates that the excitation effect on 1# slab is the most 
obvious and the larger dynamic response was generated under the transverse position in case 1. 
However, the relationship between dynamic response of other slabs and distance from 1# slab is 
negative correlation. It is also consistent with the variation regulation of load transverse 
distribution coefficient of simply supported bridge. 
The displacement response of mid-span in 1# slab under limit bump height in case 1 is shown 
in Fig. 17. The displacement of each point in 1# slab at the moment of maximum displacement at 
mid-span is shown in Fig. 18. The bending moment of each point in 1# slab at the moment of 
maximum bending moment at mid-span is shown in Fig. 19. 
 
Fig. 18. The displacement of each point in 1# slab  
at the moment of maximum displacement  
at mid-span under limit bump height in case 1 
 
Fig. 19. The bending moment of each point in 1# 
slab at the moment of maximum bending moment  
at mid-span under limit bump height in case 1 
5.2.2. Case 2: transverse position of vehicle bump in 2# slab 
The transverse position of vehicle bump at middle span of 2# slab is shown in Fig. 20. The 
displacement responses of mid-span in 2# slab under various vehicle bump heights are calculated 
and shown in Fig. 21. Then the maximum bending moments of mid-span in 2# slab under bump 
heights of 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 28 cm are derived and the calculation results are shown in Fig. 22. 
When the bump height is 28 cm, the maximum bending moment of mid-span in 2# slab has 
reached the designed value of bending moment through analysis. Then it could be considered that 
the limit bump height of simply supported bridge is 28 cm for case 2. Under limit bump height of 
28 cm, the displacements of each point in each slab at the moment of maximum displacement at 
mid-span is shown in Fig. 23. The bending moments of each point in each slab at the moment of 
maximum bending moment at mid-span is shown in Fig. 24. 
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Fig. 20. Case 2: the transverse position of vehicle bump in 2# slab (unit: cm) 
 
Fig. 21. The displacement response of mid-span  
in 2# slab under various vehicle bump heights 
 
Fig. 22. The relationship between bump height  
and bending moment of mid-span in 2# slab 
 
 
Fig. 23. The displacements of each point in each slab 
at the moment of maximum displacement  
at mid-span under limit bump height 
 
Fig. 24. The bending moments of each point  
in each slab at the moment of maximum bending 
moment at mid-span under limit bump height 
Under limit bump height of 28 cm for case 2, the maximum displacement and bending moment 
of mid-span are located at 2# slab which is also consistent with the variation regulation of 
transverse distribution coefficient. However, the limit bump height of case 2 is larger than that of 
case 1. It indicates that the position of vehicle bump test in case 1 is the more unfavorable load 
position than that in case 2. 
5.2.3. Case 3: transverse position of vehicle bump in 3# slab 
The transverse position of vehicle bump in the middle span of 3# slab is shown in Fig. 25. The 
displacement responses of mid-span in 3# slab under various vehicle bump heights are calculated 
and shown in Fig. 26. Then the maximum bending moments of mid-span in 3# slab under bump 
heights of 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 32 cm are derived and the calculation results are shown in 
Fig. 27. When the bump height is 32 cm, the maximum bending moment of mid-span in 3# slab 
has reached the designed value of bending moment through analysis. Then it can be considered 
that the limit bump height of simply supported bridge is 32 cm for case 3. Under limit bump height 
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of 32 cm, the displacements of each point in each slab at the moment of maximum displacement 
at mid-span is shown in Fig. 28. The bending moments of each point in each slab at the moment 
of maximum bending moment at mid-span is shown in Fig. 29. 
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Fig. 25. Case 3: the transverse position of vehicle bump in 3# slab (unit: cm) 
Under limit bump height of 32 cm for case 3, the maximum displacement and bending moment 
of mid-span are located at 3# slab which is also consistent with the variation regulation of 
transverse distribution coefficient. However, the limit bump height of case 3 is larger than that of 
case 1 and 2. It indicates that the positions of vehicle bump test in case 1 and 2 are the more 
unfavorable load positions than that in case 3. 
Fig. 30 provides the relationships between the maximum bending moment and vehicle bump 
heights for three cases. It could be found that the maximum bending moments for any bump 
heights are: case3 < case2 < case1, then the limit bump heights can be known as: 
case3 > case2 > case1, which is caused by the load transverse distribution coefficients: 
case3 < case2 < case1. Therefore, it could be considered that the limit bump height of simply 
supported bridge is inversely proportional to the load transverse distribution coefficient. 
 
Fig. 26. The displacement response of mid-span  
in 3# slab under various vehicle bump heights 
 
Fig. 27. The relationship between bump height  
and bending moment of mid-span in 3# slab 
 
 
Fig. 28. The displacements of each point in each  
slab at the moment of maximum displacement  
at mid-span under limit bump height 
 
Fig. 29. The bending moments of each point in each 
slab at the moment of maximum bending moment  
at mid-span under limit bump height 
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Fig. 30. The relationship between vehicle bump 
heights and bending moment for three cases 
 
Fig. 31. The relationship between limit bump heights 
and load transverse distribution coefficient 
Fig. 31 shows the relationship between limit bump height and transverse distribution 
coefficient, which can be seen that there is an approximate linear relationship between them. As 
the transverse distribution coefficient is related to transverse connection of main girders, number 
of main girders and vehicle positions, and the load transverse distribution coefficient will further 
affect the limit bump height. In practical engineering, the following equation is suggested to 
estimate the limit bump height considering the reduction of 90 % in Section 4.1: 
ℎ௣ =
30
∅௣ × (∅௖௔௦௘ଷ = 0.215) × 90% =
5.8
∅௣ ,	 (19)
where, ℎ௣ is the estimated limit bump height in practical engineering (unit: cm); ∅௣ is the load 
transverse distribution coefficient in practical engineering. 
6. Conclusions 
In this paper, the vehicle bump test is decomposed into three stages, the analysis model of 
displacement response of simply supported bridge in vehicle bump test is established through 
force analysis for three stages. Then the determination method on limit bump height of simply 
supported bridge is formed, which provides a theoretical upper limit value for the selection of 
bump height. Finally, the reliability and correctness of the proposed method are validated by FEM 
and numerical simulations on an actual simply supported hollow slab bridge with 20 m span are 
calculated to provide some reference for the selection of vehicle bump height in practical 
engineering. The following conclusions can be obtained:  
1) The maximum dynamic displacement responses of simply supported beam at mid-span are 
relatively close for the proposed method and FEM. The maximum error between them is 9.12 %, 
which is acceptable for the estimation of limit bump height. It also verifies the correctness and 
reliability of the proposed method. 
2) In the proposed method, the momentum is considered as evenly distributed along the beam 
length in determining initial conditions for vehicle-bridge coupling vibration. This is the reason 
that the maximum displacement of simply supported bridge at mid-span calculated by FEM is 
larger than that by the proposed method. 
3) When the bump height is certain, the larger the load transverse distribution coefficient is, 
the larger the dynamic response of simply supported bridge is, and the smaller the limit bump 
height is. 
4) In practical engineering, the estimated limit bump height ℎ௣ = 5.8 ∅௣⁄  can be used for 
simply supported bridge based on load transverse distribution coefficient. 
In summary, the proposed method in this paper could be regarded as an improvement for the 
method by Tan in 2009. Furthermore, another vehicle bump test about vehicle crossing obstacles 
with velocity is the topic which the author further deliberated from now on. 
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